Abstract-Logics for reasoning about quantum states have been given in the literature. Ln this paper, we extend one such logic with temporal constructs mimicking the standard computational tree logic used to reason about classical transition systems. We investigate the model-checking problem for this temporal quantum logic and illustrate its use by reasoning about the BB84 key distribution protocol.
Reasoning about quantum programs has gained prominence due to a big potential in applications such as information processing, security, distributed systems and randomized algorithms. This has attracted research in formal reasoning about quantum states [19] , [18] , 1131, [7] and quantum programs [12] , [16] , 111, [lo] , [2] , [17] , 131, 161. Formal methods have proved to successful in design and verification of classical distributed systems and security protocols [9] , [14] . Herein, we present a temporal logic for reasoning about evolution of quantum systems composed of a fixed finite set of qubits.
Our starting point is the logic dEQPL for reasoning about quantum states presented in [13] , 171 . The logic dEQPL is designed around the first two postulates of quantum mechanics. The first postulate says that a quantum state is a unit vector in a complex Hilbert space and the second one says that the quantum state composed of two independent quantum states is the tensor product of the composing states. Herein, for efficiency reasons, we consider just a restricted sub-logic of dEQPL based on the first postulate. The models of this logic are basically the quantum states of the finite qubit system.
We give a sound and complete axiomatization of this state logic. The completeness proof, which is inspired by [7] , [ll] , also suggests a decision procedure for the theoremhood problem and we compute the complexity of the decision procedure assuming that all basic integer operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and comparison) take unit time. Furthermore, assuming a floating point representation of complex numbers and assuming that basic floating point operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and comparison) take unit time, we compute the complexity of the model-checking algorithm.
Next, we obtain quantum computational tree logic QCTL by replacing the state formulas in the standard computational tree logic (CTL) [8] by dEQPL formulas. The standard CTL is interpreted over classical states and transition relations amongst these states. QCTL is interpreted over quantum states and unitary transformations. We give a sound axiomatization of QCTL and combine the standard CTL model-checking algorithm with the dEQPL model-checking algorithm to obtain a model-checking algorithm for QCTL. The completeness of QCTL is out of scope of this paper.
Finally, we note that we do not explicitly deal with measurements in this paper, although we can reason about probabilities of outcomes of measuring all the qubits in the standard computational basis. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses the restricted dEQPL and Section III introduces QCTL. We discuss the BB84 protocol in Section IV and summarize our contributions in Section V. For lack of space, the proofs are omitted in this paper and are available at: h t t p : //wslc.math. i s t .utl.pt/ftp/pub/ SernadasA/OG-BCMS-quantlogl3s.pdf.
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STATE LOGIC
We discuss here briefly the restricted state logic, dEQPL. The logic is designed around the first postulate of quantum mechanics which states that each quantum system is a unit vector in a complex Hilbert space. For our purposes, we shall only deal with a finite-dimensional Hilbert space composed of a finite set of qubits. We shall thus assume a fixed finite set of qubit symbols, qB, which will represent these qubits.
A quantum state I$) therefore is a unit vector in XqB = 31(2qB), the Hilbert space generated by the set of valuations 2qB. Please note that these valuations constitute what is commonly called the standard computational basis. Assuming that qB has n elements, the vector I$) is then specified by 2" complex numbers (vl+) that give the projection on the basis vectors Iu). We shali have terms in our language representing the real and complex parts of these 2" complex numbers. Furthermore, please note that there is a natural bijection between the subsets of qB and the set of valuations over qB: a set A corresponds to a valuation v~ which valuates to true if qb E A and valuates to false if qb $ A.
We shall also have terms in our logic that will represent the probability of outcomes if all the qubits in qB were to be measured in the standard computational basis. We are now ready to discuss the syntax and semantics of dEQPL.
A. Language and semantics
Syntax. The terms in dEQPL denote elements from B, the set of real numbers. The formulas of dEQPL, henceforth called quantum formulas, are constructed from comparisonfomulas (formulas that compare terms) using propositional connectives.
We present language of dEQPL in Table I using an abstract version of BNF notation [15] for a compact presentation of inductive definitions and discuss the language in detail below. For the probability terms, we shall also need the extent of classical formulas defined as:
COMPUTER SOCIETY
Given a quantum state $ and an assignment p, the denotation of terms and satisfaction of quantum formulas at I +) and p is inductively defined in Table I1 (omitting the obvious ones). The set of comparison formulas shall henceforth be called qAtom. and use 6,S1 to range over this set. Please note that quantum bottom V and quantum implication 2 should not be confused with their classical (local) counterparts. For clarity sake, we shall often drop parenthesis in formulas and terms if it does not lead to ambiguity. As expected, other quantum connectives will be introduced as abbreviations. However, before introducing a whole set of useful abbreviations, we present the semantics of the language.
Semantics. The language is interpreted over a unit vector 11) ) on the Hilbert space 3 C q~ spanned by all valuations over qB. For interpreting the variables, we also need the concept of an assignment. An assignment p is a map from X, the set of variables, such that p(x) E W. Please note that the assignment p is sufficient to interpret a useful sub-language of our quantum formulas defined as:
Henceforth, the terms of this sub-language will be called analytical terms and the formulas will be called analytical formulas.
Abbreviations. As anticipated, the proposed quantum language with the semantics above is rich enough to express interesting properties of quantum systems. To this end, it is quite useful to introduce other operations, connectives and modalities through abbreviations. We start with some additional quantum connectives: quantum negation: ( B y ) for (73 1 ) ;
quantum equivalence: ( y e y z ) for ( ( 7 1 7 
y 2 ) fl(y2 371)).
It is also useful to introduce some additional comparison formulas:
Given A c qB, the following abbreviation will also be useful:
(/\A) for ((l*\C,bk€A4bk> A (AqbkgA(7qbk))). The above formula represents the valuation V A in the language.
The following abbreviation denotes the square of the absolute value of {vA/$):
The following abbreviation is also useful:
(Ua) for ( J a ) = 1. Intuitively, the formula ( O a ) means that the probability cr being true of the outcome of measuring all the qubits in the standard computational basis is 1.
COMPUTER SOCIETY B. Model-checking problem
For the model-checking procedure, we only consider closed formulas, i.e., formulas without variables. We assume that a quantum state I+) over qB is modeled by a 2*-array of pairs of real numbers, with n = IqB(. We also assume that the basic arithmetical operations take O(1) time.
We also assume the definition of the length of a classical formula a or a quantum formula y as the number of symbols required to write the formula. The length of a formula S (classical or quantum) is given is represented by 1t 1.
Given a quantum state 1// and a quantum formula +, the first step is to evaluate all the terms occumng in y. For the probability terms a, the evaluation takes 2"lal steps as we have to compute the set of valuations p(qB) that satisfy a. Once, the terms are evaluated, the model checking algorithm is straightforward. neorem 2.1: Assuming that all basic arithmetical operations take unit time, there is an algorithm O(Jy).2") to decide if a quantum state 14) over qB satisfies y with lqBl = n.
We need two new concepts for the axiomatization, one of quantum tautology and a second of valid analytical formulas and ground substitutions.
Consider propositional formulas built from a countable set of propositional symbols Q using the classical connectives + and I. A quantum formula y is said to be a quantum tautology if there is a propositional tautology , B over Q and a map a from Q to the set of quantum formulas such that ,flu coincides with y where ,flu is the quantum formula obtained from ,fl by replacing all occurrences of I by V, =+ by 3 and q E Q by q(q). For instance, the expected formula ((y17yz)7(y17y2)) is tautological (obtained, for example, from the propositional tautology q 3 q).
Please recall that an assignment is enough to interpret analytical formulas. We say that an analytical formula rc is a valid analytical formula if it holds for any assignment. It is a well-known fact from the theory of real closed fields [4] that the set of valid analytical formulas so defined is decidable. However, we shall not go into details of this result and will focus our attention on reasoning about quantum aspects only.
The axioms and inference ruies of dEQPL are listed in Table 111 . The only inference rule is modus ponens for quantum implication QMP.
The axiom QTaut says that a quantum tautology is an axiom. Since the set of quantum tautologies is recursive, there is no need for spelling out details of tautological reasoning. The axiom RCF says that if rc is a valid arithmetical formula, then any formula obtained by replacing variabIes with the terms of dEQPL is a tautology. Since the set of valid arithmetical formulas is recursive, we refrain from spelling out the details.
The axiom Unit says that a quantum state is a unit vector.
The axioms CTaut, Meas0, FAdd and Mon reasons about probability terms ( J a ) . These axioms are basically the axioms (or minor variations of) the axioms of the probability logics in literature [ll] . Hence 
Finally, the axiom Prob relates probabilities and amplitudes. This axiom says that for any A C qB, the probability of observing the valuation V A when all qubits are measured is the square of the amplitude IT)*. The axiomatization presented above is sound and weakly complete. The proof of weak completeness follows the lines of the proof in [Ill, [7] . The proof of completeness also suggests an algorithm for deciding whether a formula is theorem of dEQPL or not. In order to state the complexity of this algorithm, we need a few definitions.
A term t of the dEQPL is said to be a polynomial in variables X I , . . . , xk if t is of the form (z m ,,,..,, ,,zY1 . . . xLk).
The degree of a polynomial term is defined as expected. We will also assume for the rest of the paper that each polynomial is in a normal form: for any two summands $7' . . . xLk 111. TEMPORAL LOGIC We now introduce a temporal version of dEQPL by adopting the temporal modalities of computational tree logic [8] . The logic is interpreted over a transition system in which the states are quantum states and the transitions are unitary operators. We also provide a sound proof system by enriching the usual CT'L proof system with the axioms of the quantum state logic.
A. Languages and semantics
Syntax. The formulas of Quantum Computation Tree Logic (QCTL) are depicted in Table IV and are obtained by enriching the quantum formulas with CTL modalities. (
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Semantics.
In order too provide semantics to the logic, we introduce a very simple notion of quantum transition system. ' w e extend the transition operators to words as expected: U, = I and Uwa = Uw.Ua with E the empty word.
The concept of quantum transition system presented above is inspired by classical transition systems. Some modifications are needed in order to cope with the quantum postulates, such as, the fact that states are unit vectors of an Hilbert space and that transitions are defined by unitary transformations.
For the sake of simplicity, we are not considering generalized measurements. However, we will be able to reason about protocols where measurements in the standard computational basis are performed at the end of the protocol, thanks to the probability terms S a in the state logic. Similarly, classical states (bits) can be simulated by quantum states (qubits) that remain in the computational basis throughout the transitions.
The temporal language is interpreted over a quantum transition system 7 , a state I+) E ST and an assignment p. We also assume that, given an assignment, the values of the variables does not change with state transitions. The rigorous semantics of the logic is given in Table V . It is easy to see that for closed formulas (that is, formulas without variables), we can drop the assignment in the interpretation side of the satisfaction relation. A quantum transition system 7 is said to satisfy a temporal formula 8, which we denote by 7 It-8, if 7,1+),p 11-8 for all I+) E I and assignment p.
B. The Model-checking problem
We now address the problem of model-checking a closed temporal formula. Following the usual model-checking technique for CTL, the goal is to compute the set for a given quantum transition system 7 and closed formula 0. This is called the global model-checking problem. Thus, 7 It-8 iff the set of initial states I is contained in SatT(8).
For the model-checking algorithm, given a transition system 7 = (A, I, {UaIaEA) with ST as the set of reachable states, we shall assume that each unitary operator Ua is input as a set of ordered pairs: (($,Ua(+2)) : + E ST) (instead of the usual matrix representation. The (global) model-checking algorithm is given in Table V1 .
Clearly, quantum transition systems require, in general, exponential space (over the number of qubits) to simulate with classical computers due to the exponential number of possible Given a complete axiomatization for the state logic it is easy to establish a sound proof system for the CTL extension. We are currently investigating if the system present in Table VII is (weakly) complete. Towards this end, we are working to establish a small model-property for the quantum temporal logic and understand the restrictions imposed by unitary transformations. For the moment, we only have the following result.
Theorem 3.3: The proof system presented in Table VII is sound.
IV. EXAMPLE: BB84 PROTOCOL
In this section we reason about a simplified version of the BB84 key distribution protocol [ S ] to illustrate the power of QCTL. We assume the reader is conversant with this protocol since it will not be presented here.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider that the protocol distributes a key of one bit. The property we desire to model check is the soundness of the protocol, that is, if there is no interference by Eve (and no decoherence occurs) Alice and Bob will obtain the same key (provided they chose the same basis).
We 1,O) . Similarly, the operator UT is described by UT2.UT~ where:
. UTllbA, 1, k, O,O,m) = (bA, 1, k, 0,O) @ Hlm) and behaves like the identity for the remaining elements of the basis; U r 2 1 b~, b~, k , 0 , e , m ) = ~bA,bg,k,O,l-e l m ) and behaves like the identity for the remaining elements of the basis.
The unitary transformation Url deals with the change of basis that Bob performs when bB = 1 and UTz (together with Us4) updates the state of the pair (s, e) from (1,O) to (0,l) (note that Us4 changes the state of (s,e) from (1,O) to (0,O) and that Ur2 then changes it to (0,l)). The BB84 protocol is described by two applications of U, over an initial state. At the end of the protocol a measurement is performed by Bob over the qubit m. Thus, the quantum transition system modeling the simple BB84 protocol is given by 7 = ((a), I , U,) with qB = { b~, b s , k, s, e,m).
The soundness property states that if bA = bB then at the end of the protocol, the key k should be the same as the value that Bob observes in m. This property can be described by the fonnula 0 below:
It is now possible to use the algorithm in Table VI to check that 7 It-0.
We present a temporal quantum Iogic combining the quantum state logic given in [7] with the computational tree logic (CTL) 181. The model-checking algorithm of CTL was extended to deal with quantum states. The use of the quantum temporal logic was illustrated with BB84 protocol [S].
This work can be extended in several directions. First, on the state logic part, density operators could replace unit vectors thus giving a global phase independent semantics. On the temporal part, quantum transition systems should allow arbitrary measurements. For this, the state Iogic based on density operators is more suitable. We also plan to investigate other temporal extensions to quantum Iogic, like linear temporal logic and full branching time logic.
On the algorithmic side, the complexity class of the SAT and the model-checking problem for both the state and the temporal logic need to be investigated.
